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10 Reasons to Study Law
1 Diverse career
options

2 Problem solving
skills

3 Make difference
in society

4 Master in critical
thinking

5 Prestige in society

6 Awareness of
rights and duties

7 Development of
self-confidence

8 Better

communication
Skills

9 Financial
rewards

demand of
10 High
law graduates

Career Options after Law

Message from Executive Director
Kathmandu School of Law (KSL) is a result of the untiring effort of few dedicated
lawyers and academicians who has a mission to transform the Nepalese society
through improved legal education. KSL through these 20 years of the unremitting
journey for excellence in legal education has been playing a crucial role in promoting
legal education and generate legal professionals who would actually work for the
welfare of the society.
KSL is a law school that actually offers a unique kind of intellectual freedom. KSL
provides its students with a dynamic educational incubation environment where
students can harvest their knowledge, acquire skills, and develop their leadership skills.
We for the change in the very nature of teaching and learning have introduced modern
pedagogies of teaching which include the concept of learning by doing. With a belief
that those innovative teaching and learning methodologies developed shall provide
the opportunities to students to work with team spirit, understand the issues critically
and develop academic excellence and broaden the horizon of knowledge on the
subject matter, every year we are continuing our efforts in such activities beyond the
classroom-based lectures.
KSL's principal feature is its research department. Despite its 20 years short history in
the research area, it has showcased an impressive record of high-quality research
activities within the areas of the Criminal Justice System of Nepal. We with this thrive
to increase educational opportunities, to explore new technologies, to develop the
power of creativity, to engage with the community, and to consider international
contexts through education practice; policy and research are moving ahead.
It is with great pride and enthusiasm that I welcome you to Kathmandu School of
Law, a challenging and fulfilling place to study, work, develop and create, ultimately
impacting and changing lives.

Prof. Dr. Yubaraj Sangroula
Executive Director

WELCOME
Kathmandu School of Law is a meeting
hub of diverse communities/cultures
from all over the country that provides
the learning experience along with indepth personal and professional
development that empowers you as an
individual. It further prepares you to
deal with the complexity, diversity, and
change in the modern world.
With graduates already making their
mark in their chosen careers around
the globe, we are pleased and proud to
welcome you all to become an integral
part of our institution.
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About The College
Kathmandu School of Law, established in 2000 AD as an
affiliate of Purbanchal University, is a community-based,
non-profit academic institution that upholds its
unrestrained commitment for a pragmatic, research-based
and community responsive legal education in the country. It
was conceptualized within the ambit of non-profit
movement dedicated to serve the need of an academically
sound and functionally feasible legal education in Nepal.
Hence, just within two decades, it has not just shaped legal
education in the nation with its innovative courses and
teaching pedagogies but also widened the scope of law,
developing quality legal professionals.
Since its inception, it is persistently serving the aspirations
of students and scholars with diverse backgrounds. To put
it simply, it has brought about a paradigm shift in the field
of legal education with its state-of-the-art approaches
including clinical and community outreach programs in the
curricula and research-based teaching methodology. Thus,
it heralds a new beginning in the less-trodden field of legal
education in terms of its motive, approach, quality and
international standing.

CENTER
OF
EXCELLENCE

Mission

Objectives

Promote justice through
enhanced legal education
for social engineering and
value-based
professionalism.

 To provide a conducive educational platform where law students build on
empirical method of learning legal concepts and skills in an interdisciplinary
approach.
 To develop legal professionals that are able to cater to the socioeconomic and development needs of disenfranchised people in
particular.
 To endow law students with the expertise and exposure to represent
the cases of national interests in the international setting.

Know About Us

KSL Outreach Campus
KSL has established its Outreach Residential
Campus at Namobuddha, Kavre in the year
2014. It is 36 km from the main campus situated
at Bhaktapur. The campus is home to
community outreach programs, clinical
education training, national and international
residential programs such as The Kathmandu
Dialogue, ESDR and Himalayan Field School.
It has the residential facility to accommodate
more than 150 students and faculties at any
given time.

Vision
It envisions fostering the institution
into the center of excellence capable
to contribute to the positive
transformation of the nation into a
functional democracy based on rule
of law, human rights and good
governance.

Features

The objective behind the establishment of the
outreach campus is to ensure ‘engaged
learning’, where the students are encouraged to
learn by observation and critical analysis
through involvement in field study, public
awareness campaign, and legal activities.

Runs on
Solar
Energy

Serene
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Environment

Rain Water
Harvesting

Own
Organic
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Furnished
Conference
Halls

Audio
Visual
Facility

What sets us apart?
 Participatory and pragmatic way of teaching
 Interdisciplinary forward looking curriculum with wide
subject areas that is competitive to other countries.
 Commitment to generate lawyers as social engineers who are
committed to work for their community and nation at large.
 Excellent nexus with many law schools abroad with frequent
exchange programs of teaching faculties and students between
them.
 Students' participation in national, regional and international
programs or competitions, symposium and residential
programs with records of rewards and academic excellence
awards.
 Secretariat of Asian Association of Law Professors (AALP) and
South Asian Law Schools Human Rights Forum.
 Peer reviewed law journal in English and Nepali.

 A model for legal education in South Asia known for its ethical approach
to have social engineers responsible for handling and reforming the legal
framework of the country.
 It’s imperative research and activities including those making necessary
action and provisions for developing the legal system in Nepal has been
an appreciable path.
 Dominated the platform for competition including moot courts, debates
in the international arena which has been consistent since the
establishment of the institution.
 Been able to nurture its student to have the potential and desire to play a
pivotal role in the nation building after their qualification. The status quo
indicates the fact that majority of established legal professional and
individuals are the product of KSL.

Know About Us

Why KSL?

 Rt Hon. Chief Justice
Kedar Nath Upadhaya
inaugurated KSL
complex.
 LLM Criminal Law
and Justice introduced.

 1ST Journal and 1st
Electronic Newsletter
published.
 KSL shifted to
Ratopul premise.

2000

2001

 First Batch Students
(Fourteen) enrolled at
Dhumbarahi Campus.

2002

 LLM in Human Rights
and Gender Justice
launched
 Embarked Collaboration
with Danish Institute of
Human Rights

2003

 Accomplished a regional study
for the harmonization of antitrafficking legal framework in
India, Bangladesh and Nepal
with international standard.
 KSL student received Nepal
Chhatra Vidhya Padak.

 KSL Flagship winter residential
program on Economic, Social
and Development Rights
(ESDR) launched
 MA Human Rights and MA
Conflict and International
Humanitarian Laws Launched

2004

 LLM Business and
International Trade Laws
launched
 MOU signed with Guru
Gobind Singh Indraprastha
University (GGSIU), India

2005

2006

 Conducted Constitutional
and Legal Reform for the
Empowerment of
Disenfranchised
Community in Nepal.

2007

 Conducted Advocacy
Campaign for Structure
and Powers and
Function of Local
Governance System in
the New Constitution.

2008

 Developed a curriculum
for Human Rights and
Criminal Justice Education
in association with Sydney
University

2009

2010

 One year international
PG degree, Asia Pacific
Master's Program
initiated
 Himalayan Field School
launched in
collaboration with
Sydney University

2011

 Accomplished a researchHarmonizing Nepalese Laws
with International Standards to
Reduce Sexual Violence in Nepal
 Prof. Madav Prasad Acharya
National Moot Court launched.

 Networking with Rajiv
Gandhi National University;
School of Law, Korea
University; School of Law Renmin University

2012

 First volume of
Kathmandu School of Law
Review (KSLR) published
 Established Human Rights
and Criminal Justice Clinic
for needy people

2013

2014

 Reinforced collaboration
with Sydney University,
Australia for the
protection of human
rights in law enforcement
and security agencies

2015

 Center for the training of Trial
Advocacy and Professionalism,
CTTAP was established
 KSL continued topping Judicial
service and Bar council exam
securing the topmost position

 A Nepali bi-annual journal,
kanoon Anwesika published
 A situational analysis of
Torture and improper use of
Force in Security and Law
Enforcement Agencies

2016

 Established Disaster Relief
Law Clinic for Earthquake
victims
 Outreach campus at
Bhakundebesi Kavre
inaugurated

2017

Our Journey

 Five years BA LLB
implemented
 Promoting Transitional
Justice and Combating
Impunity in Nepal through
Schools and college executed

2018

 International Summer
School – The Kathmandu
Dialogue Launched.
 Established Business Law
and Arbitration Research
Center - BLARC

2019

2020

 Marked 20th Year of
its establishment
 Shifted to online
learning pedagogy
 Hosted International
Confluence of
Academicians – 2020

COURSES
OFFERED
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Academic
Programs

B.A.LL.B
Business Law
Criminal Law

LLM

Years

MA

Business and
International Trade Law

Human Rights

Criminal Law and
Justice

Conflict and
International
Humanitarian
Law

Constitutional Law

Human Rights and
Gender Justice

Environmental
Law

International Law

APMA
Asia Pacific
Master’s
Program

8
Practical
Subjects

33+
Research
Papers

12+
Field Visits

16
Elective
Subjects

Course Outline

B.A.LL.B in
Numbers

B.A. LL.B
PROGRAM

5
B.A.LL.B Fifth Year
Total Subjects: 9
Practical Subject: 3
Elective Subjects: 8
Total Marks: 600
Credit Hours: 22

B.A.LL.B Fourth Year

B.A.LL.B Third Year

B.A.LL.B Second Year

B.A.LL.B First Year
Total Subjects: 8
Practical Subject: 1
Total Marks: 650
Credit Hours: 26

Total Subjects: 8
Practical Subject: 1
Total Marks: 750
Credit Hours: 30

Total Subjects: 9
Practical Subject: 2
Total Marks: 700
Credit Hours: 28

Total Subjects: 7
Practical Subject: 2
Elective Subjects: 8
Total Marks: 600
Credit Hours: 32

B.A.LL.B. First Year
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Political Theory & Thoughts
Nepalese Economics
History of Nepal
Sociology
General Principles of Law
General Concepts of Law
Theories of Logic
Clinical Works

1. Legal English
2. Legal Nepali
3. International Relations and
Diplomacy
4. Legislative Principles and
Law Making Process
5. Principles of Rules of
Procedural Law
6. Sociology of Law
7. Criminal Law
8. Clinical Course (Visit of Jail
and Preparation of Report
on Sentencing and Reforms)

2) Water and River Law

Course Outline

B.A.LL.B Second Year

KSL offers five-year B.A. LL.B. course after completing +2 or intermediate course in any stream. The
course comprises of the studies on wide areas of law. In view of necessity to relate the study of law with
wide range of professionalism, social science and technology, the course of B.A. LL.B. is designed
accordingly. Hence, in the initial years, the first and second year, students are familiarized about basic
principles of political science, economics, sociology and history along with their significance in law.
Besides, in these years, fundamental principles and concepts of law, legislative principles, and theories of
criminal and procedural laws are discussed. In the third year, students are exposed to advanced theories
and principles of laws, such as professional ethics, constitutionalism, international law, international
human
human rights law, etc. In the fourth and fifth year, the
B.A.LL.B Fifth Year
course intends to generate specialized knowledge of
1. Legal Philosophy
different domains of legal science.
2. Agrarian Law
3. Labor Law
B.A.LL.B Fourth Year
4. International Humanitarian Law and
1. Clinical Education: Community Outreach
Conflict Resolution
and Rural Law Advocacy Service
5.
Conservation Law
2. Advance Jurisprudence
6. Private International Law
3. Contract Law
7. Pre-Trial Presentation, Trial Advocacy
B.A.LL.B Third Year
4. Company Law
and Appellate Advocacy
5.
Administrative
Law
8. Clinical Education Course: Legal
1. International Human Rights Law
6. Clinical Legal Education: Effective Legal
Professionalism Development
2. Principles of Interpretation
Writing Criminal Case
9. Dissertation
3. (Interpretation of Statutes)
7. Settlement of International Disputes
Criminal Law Group
4. Law of Evidence
Criminal Law Group
1) Law Against Organized Crime
1)
Forensic
Science
and
Medicinal
2) Fiscal Crime Law
5. Public International Law
Business Law Group
Jurisprudence
6. Constitutional Law and
1) Intellectual Property
2) Criminology and Penology
Constitutionalism
2) Tax Law
Business Law Group
7. Legal Research
Constitutional Law
1) Banking and Insurance Law
1) Law of Equity Torts and Consumer
8. Professional Ethics
2) International Trade Law and Arbitration
Production
Constitutional Law
9. Clinical Legal Education:
2) Gender and Disadvantaged Groups
1) Laws on Good Governance
Effective Legal Writing Civil
Law
2) Electoral Law
Case
Environment and Development Law
Environment and Development Law
10. Clinical Works: Advocacy
Group
Group
1) Energy Law
Service to Community
1)
Environmental
Law
2) Civil Aviation and Tourism Law
(Outreach Program)

LLM
PROGRAM

With a view to generate fully specialized jurists and to cater a need of the
nation in field of administration of justice and developing a culture of
human rights and legislative process, KSL offers two year LLM. programs
in different areas of law which are; Criminal Law and Justice, Human
Rights and Gender Justice, Business and International Trade Laws and
International Law. Each program is run under its affiliated research center
to carry out program specific activities. The centers provides a platform
for students to relate their theoretical knowledge with practical skills.

Compulsory

Human Rights &
Gender Justice

Criminal Law &
Justice

Business and
International
Trade Laws

International
Law

Legal
Research

Nepalese Laws on
Gender and
Accessibility to
Justice

Criminal Law
Cases and
Materials

Contract Law

Public
International Law

Comparative
Study of Legal
System

Civil and Political
Right and Thematic
Mechanism for
Enforcement of
Human Rights

Forensic
Jurisprudence

Law on
Intellectual
Property

International
Environment Law

Juvenile Justice
(Children in
conflict of Law)

International
Human Rights
Law

KSL is planning to introduce LL.M. in Environmental Law in collaboration
with international institutions shortly in future.

LLM Second Year
Compulsory
Dissertation

Human
Rights &
Gender Justice
Feminist
Jurisprudence
Women's
Human Rights
Economic,
Social and
Cultural Rights

Criminal Law &
Justice
Criminology and
Penology
Fair Trial - (Int.
Human Rights Law in
Relation to Criminal
Procedure)
White Collar Crime

Business in
International Trade
Laws

International Law

Banking Law

Settlement of
International Disputes

Laws on Corporate
Management

Law of Armed Conflict
and International
Criminal Law

International Trade
Law & Arbitration

International Economic
Law

Taxation (Income and
Value Added Tax)
Laws of Insurance

Course Outline

LLM First Year

LLM COURSE OUTLINE

Master’s in
Arts (M.A)
KSL offers one year interdisciplinary M.A
Programs in Human Rights and Conflict
and International Humanitarian Law.
The programs facilitate the scholars
holding Masters’ Degree in any
discipline from any accredited university
to pursue academic as well as
professional career in these areas of
study.

M.A in Conflict and International Humanitarian Laws
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

International Humanitarian Laws and Implementation
International Criminal Law and Court System
Protection of Women and Children in Armed Conflict
Conflict Resolution (Principles, Norms and Practice)
Report Writing and Field Research
Dissertation

M.A in Human Rights
1. Human Rights Standards and
Enforcement Mechanisms
2. Civil and Political Rights
3. Gender and Disadvantaged Groups
4. Field Research and Reporting
5. Dissertation

The programs aim at generating
qualified human resources to contribute
in the area of Human Rights and
International Humanitarian Laws with a
correct concept and essential contents
including practical implementation
strategies of human rights in general
and, in the context of Nepal, in
particular. The programs aim to impart
knowledge on the contemporary
relevance of International Humanitarian
Law, practical implementation of human
rights norms, humanitarian assistance to
conflict victims, monitoring of human
right violations, prosecution of heinous
war criminals through International
Criminal Court with an orientation of
different modules of peace building in
the context of increasing threat of
terrorism and internal conflicts.

(Master in Human Rights
and Democratization)
The Master of Human Rights and
Democratization (Asia Pacific) (APMAformerly known as the MHRD) is hosted
by Mahidol University’s Institute of
Human Rights and Peace Studies (IHRP).
The APMA partnership with KSL has been
running for ten years and has graduated
over 245 students around the globe. The
program aims to develop the capacity of
people working in the Asia Pacific region
to effectively advocate for, promote
awareness of and encourage respect for
human rights and democratic principles,
both across the region and within their
local communities. The APMA represents
the Asia Pacific region in this program of
seven regional Masters taking place across
five continents.

Global
Campus of
Human Rights
The Global Campus of Human Rights and
Democratization is a global network of over 100
Universities around the world. APMA is also a part
of the network. The network is funded through the
European Instrument for Democracy and Human
Rights (EIDHR) enabled by the European
Commission.
The University partners are: Mahidol University’s
Institute of Human Rights and Peace Studies
(Thailand), Ateneo de Manila Law School
(Philippines),
Universitas
Gadjah
Mada
(Indonesia), Kathmandu School of Law (Nepal)
and The University of Colombo, Centre for the
Study of Human Rights (Sri Lanka).

Mahidol University, Thailand
Kathmandu School of Law, Nepal
Colombo University, Sri Lanka
Gadjah Mada University, Indonesia
Ateneo Law University, Philippines

Course Outline

Asia Pacific
Master’s
Program in
Arts (APMA)

OUR FACULTIES

Football
Coaches

Prof Veronica Gomez
Prof. Arun Gupto
Prof. Ben Saul
Prof. Biju Kumar Thapaliya
Prof. David Kinley
Prof. Dev Raj Dahal
Prof. Dipak Gyawali
Prof. G.S. Bajpai
Prof. Harihar Wasti
Prof. Jiban Rijal
Prof. Kanwal DP Singh
Prof. Kedar Bhakta Mathema
Prof. Krishna Prasad Oli
Prof. Li Tao
Prof. Liu Junrong
Prof. Lok Raj Baral
Prof. Madhuri Singh
Prof. Mike Hayes
Prof. Mizanur Rahman
Prof. Muhammad Amir Rana
Prof. Nicola Piper
Prof. Nomita Aggarwal
Prof. R. Sudarshan
Prof. Sanjay Gupta
Prof. Sanoj Rajan
Prof. Saroj Vyas
Prof. Surya Deva
Prof. Zakir Hossain
Prof. Zhu Wenqi

Dr. Bhimarjun Acharya
Dr. Buddhi Karki
Dr. Chen Xiaochen
Dr. Gauri Pradhan
Dr. Gopal Krishna Siwakoti
Dr. Govinda Kusum
Dr. Kumar Sharma Acharya
Dr. Narayan Manandhar
Dr. Raj Kumar Sandhu
Dr. Ravi Sharma Aryal
Dr. Upma Gautam
Dr. Yuan Wang
Mr. Ajaya Dixit
Mr. Bruce A. Lasky
Mr. Kamal Raj Thapa
Mr. Krishna Chandra Chalise
Mr. Madhusudan Poudel
Mr. Marlon Manuel
Mr. Md. Ismail Khan
Mr. Md. Mostafa Hosain
Mr. Milan Dharel
Mr. Narayan Chaulagain
Mr. Pawan Jain
Mr. Prakash Wagle
Mr. Pranab Kharel
Mr. R.C. Gautam
Mr. Tek Tamta
Ms. Wendy Morrish

Faculty Development Programs
 Exposure visit to Danish Institute for Human Rights and Danish National
Police
Beneficiaries: 5 faculties
 Faculty exchange programme with Hebei University of Economics and
Business, China, Summer 2018
Beneficiaries: 2 faculties
 Faculty and student exchange with Chittagong Independent University,
Dhaka,
Beneficiaries: 2 faculties
 Residential exchange program with Fairfield Institute of Management and
Technology (FIMT) – School of Law, Guru Gobind Singh Indraprastha
University, New Delhi, 2018.
Beneficiaries: 5 faculties
 Exchange program under Asia Pacific Masters in Human Rights and
Democratization, University of Mahidol, Thailand, Winter 2017, 2018
Beneficiaries: 2 faculties
 Exchange program with Renmin University of China
Beneficiaries: 2 faculties
 Exchange program with Rajiv Gandhi National Law University
Beneficiaries:
1 faculty (Nepalese and Foreign Students)
Research
Assistants
Ms. Mamta Siwakoti (Nepal)
Ms Ojaswi K.C. (Nepal)
Mr. Aditya Pandey (India)
Mr. Krishna Pandey (India)
Mr. Muhammad Asfandyar (Pakistan)

Meet the Team

Visiting Professors/Faculty/Experts

OUR STAFFS

Aakriti Purnika Malakar
Anusha Kharel
Binda Kumari Thapa
Prapanna Acharya
Puja Silwal
Riya Bhattarai
Shyam Sundar Shrestha
Sudip Raj Ghimire
Manju Biswokarma
Padam Rawal
Deepika Paswan
Pranjali Kandel
Prekshya Niroula
Rashmi Regmi
Sandhya Bista
Sandhya Bista
Shashwot Kandel

Assistants
Anurodh Koirala
Arun Tamang
Namita Subedi
Smriti Sapkota

Kathmandu school of Law also provides students with opportunities to engage in
educational, social, and recreational activities, which are an integral part of teachinglearning and individual development. Students develop their talents and abilities in
leadership and teamwork through their participation in different activities, program and
publications conducted through different student-run organizations. The law school
encourages all students to engage with student organizations as a way of learning
about the law and interacting with alumni and the legal community.
Some of the student organizations working with-in Kathmandu School of Law are
listed below;
1. Nepalese Law Students’ Association (NeLSA) - KSL Chapter
The NeLSA KSL college chapter forms as the independent entity and which
basically works to form a bridge between the Nepalese Law students and the
NeLSA network. The college chapters can develop and implement their own
programs by engaging students in different extra-curricular and academic programs
and discussions.
2. Cognition Club (Chintan-Manthan Club)
The cognition club “Chintan-Manthan Club” is a student led forum that organizes
discourse series and reading seminars to enhance critical perspectives among the
students in the areas of development, environment, politics, social science, religion
and others.
3. Amnesty International Fusion Youth Network
Fusion Youth Network works under the Amnesty International Nepal Board. It
aims to give platform to youths from different dimensions of life to become a part
of the campaign of Amnesty International. It aims to give platform to youths from
different dimensions of life to become a part of the campaign of Amnesty
International.
4. KSL Debates
KSL Debates is a student led forum that organizes debates among the Students as
well as the Faculties. It organizes debates in the issues that require arguments and
sets an example of the importance of critical learning from outside the classroom.
5. KSL Book and Movie Club - Forthcoming

Meet the Team Behind

Interns

Student Bodies and Organizations

TEACHING
METHODS

INTERACTIVE SESSIONS

As per the academic calendar of the School, prominent legal experts
are frequently invited to give lectures to students and faculties.
Lecturers generally focus on issues of interrelationship between
societal changes and law. KSL has introduced this program in order
to bridge the gap between academic exercise in the classroom and
practical experience in the field. Students have ample opportunity to
engage in discussions and generate noble ideas through participation
in guest lectures. Scholars and professors from abroad are also
invited to deliver lectures.

Residential
Schools

Clinical
Education

TEACHING AND
LEARNING
PEDAGOGIES

PARTICIPATION SEMINARS & INTENSIVES
Regular seminar classes are conducted at Kathmandu School of Law
in order to develop and sharpen students’ analytical abilities. The
subject matter of seminar classes varies largely depending on the
contemporary problems and issues, but they do focus mainly on
current legal issues. Seminar classes are conducted in Nepali and
English, and are facilitated in both the language and subject teacher.
As such, seminar classes also serve to increase the proficiency of
students’ communication skills.

CLINICAL APPROACH
FIELD WORK & RESEARCHES

Clinical Approach is found to be the most effective teaching method
of law in the present world. In this approach, students are envisaged
through simulation or participation in actual case, to have chance of
learning experientially. KSL is therefore conducting different events
and activities to provide working experiences for students. Each
clinical activity is fully supervised by practicing lawyers. Students are
required to engage themselves in research activities as a part of
regular curriculum.

Lectures/
Seminars

Applied
Research

Internal
Assessment

Moot Court
and Drafting

Teaching Methods

LECTURES

CLINICAL
LEGAL
EDUCATION
PROGRAM

Kathmandu School of Law is committed towards producing professional and skilled human
resources through its systematic methods of imparting students with knowledge, skill, art and
importantly the clinical approach of pedagogy that focuses on engaged and experimental
knowledge. Thus, KSL runs a well-established Clinical Legal Education (CLE) Program. The
major objective of the CLE program can be classified in two major approaches: client centric
and student centric. Under client centric approach, KSL provides legal aid to the needy people
and weaker section of the society through Legal Aid Clinics. Following student centric
approach, the CLE related program run by KSL aim to bridge the gap between the theoretical
and practical knowledge and enhance the advocacy skill of the students

Community
Outreach
Program

Rural Advocacy
Service and Street
Law Programs

Legal Aid
Clinics and
Victim Justice

Judicial
Bodies/
Court Visits

Prison and
Detention Center
Visit

Sentence System
Appraisals

Make a Difference

Feel the profession while studying - Learning by Experiencing

PROJECT
INITIATIVES

Project Title

2001

Community Surveillance against Trafficking,

2002

Development of Juvenile Justice System in Nepal

2003

Resource and Capacity Strengthening of Juvenile Justice System

2004

Strengthening Child Justice System Including Diversion

2005

Strengthening the Fair Trial Situation in Nepal through Enhancing the
Monitoring Roles of NHRC
Peace Project Nepal

2006

Peace Building through Promoting Value-based
Democracy, Constitutionalism and Peace
Strengthening Library and Information Network Facility

2007

2008

Discussion

on

Constitutional and Legal Reform for Empowerment of Disenfranchised
Community in Nepal
Developing Rights- Based Approach for Anti-Trafficking Actions in South
Asia
Development and Operation of a Child Rights Study and Documentation
Center
Research on Prison system of Nepal and publication of Prisoners Legal Aid
Manual
Regional Study for the Harmonization of Anti-Trafficking Legal Framework
in India, Bangladesh and Nepal with International Standards
Safeguarding Human Rights in the Criminal Justice System in Nepal
Spreading the Word: Empowering Youth through Democracy Education

2009

2010
2011
2012

Make a Difference

Year

2012 - 2014
2014 - 2015
2015 - 2016

Advocacy Campaign for Structure, Powers and Functions of Local
Governance System in the New Constitution
Development of computerized monitoring and tracking system to enhance
capacity of police and prosecutors to conduct effective prosecution of human
trafficking cases
Campaign to Attract Women to Join Law Schools and Legal Profession

2015

Promoting transitional justice and combating impunity in Nepal through
schools and colleges
Strengthening Investigation and Prosecution for success of human trafficking
cases

2018

2015 - 2018
2018

2019

Enhancing Human Rights Protections in the Context of Law Enforceme
nt and Security
Preventing Sexual Violence in Nepal through Harmonizing Relevant
Laws with International Human Rights Standards
Justice to rape victims through amended rape laws and measures to
increase the rate of prosecution
Documentary Production for Earthquake Victims’ Access to Relief
Packages
Enhancing Good Governance, Human Rights Protection and the Law
Enforcement Situation in Security Agencies and Criminal Justice Actors
in Nepal
Supporting enforcement of the new Criminal Laws to ensure uniformity
in implementation of procedures for investigation of criminal cases
Human Rights Training of Trainers For the Senior Officers of Nepal
Police
Providing a policy research framework for national and sub-national
government and elected representatives

ESDR

ESDR, the Economic, Social and Development Rights
International Winter Residential School is the longest
running flagship program of Kathmandu School of Law.
ESDR is an intense, demanding and immersive diploma
course of 21 days. The in-depth and extensive curriculum
is developed by experts in various aspects of socioeconomic and development rights, good governance,
business and human rights.

What You Will Achieve

ENGAGED

CHALLENGE

INFORMED

Work together in
groups; develop your
skills in projects and
workshops designed by
the organizers

Test your D
boundaries,
step out of your
comfort zone by
speaking on diverse
issues

Make sense of the
Economic, Social and
Development Rights with
relation to other different
areas and issues.

First of its kind, in the
South Asian region and
surrounding countries

Internationally
recognized faculty and
resource persons

Gathering expertise on the
issues of economic, social
and development rights
and good governance

Provides rich inputs to
the process of
transformation of the
Nepalese Society

Regional Network of law
faculties, experts, students
and human rights advocates

Proud to have partnered
with international
institutions and
organizations over the years

Meet the World

What Makes ESDR Different

The KD
Connecting through
Dialogue

The Kathmandu Dialogue is a 10-day International
Summer School conceptualized by KSL as a global
annual event to host young International Law and
Relations enthusiasts in the lap of the Himalayas where
they can discuss, deliberate, debate and find solutions for
issues collectively and learn from internationally
recognized faculties and mutual exchanges. It aims to
bring together students from around the world and
provide them a meaningful platform to discuss the most
pressing concerns of the time and the region.

What is KD?
 An international forum to
interact and learn
 Focus on holistic learning
apart from narrow
themes
 A platform to obtain raw
information from field
visit and interaction with
local communities

Mission
To provide a meaningful
platform for students, to
make themselves
genuinely qualified, to
represent themselves in
National, Regional and
International programs
and to develop interest to
represent their country in
the days to come.

Vision
To nurture a feeling of
cooperation among the
students of diverse
culture, background,
stream and nation and to
provide them with an
opportunity to bond and
truly engage in the issues
provided.

Program Modalities
Lecture Sessions | Panel Discussions | Conference Panels
Focus Group Discussion |Games | Debates
Trekking | Cultural Programs

Meet the World

What You Will Achieve

ASIAN
ASSOCIATION
OF LAW
PROFESSORS
(AALP)

Asian Association of Law Professors is a consortium of law
institutions and academicians around the world connected in any
way to Asia. It is the first of its kind conceptualized in the region
to promote legal scholarship, functional partnerships and
interactions amongst Law schools of the Asian region. The belief
that Law Schools have greater responsibilities to foster
democracy, rule of law, good governance and human rights, led
to the formation of this consortium to revitalize the principles of
international law developed by the Asian civilization. KSL hosts
the Secretariat of the Association.

Promoting discourse & partnerships
amongst legal scholars & law schools
in Asia

Understanding Law and Development in
the real context since 2012
Himalayan Field School is a
Sydney Law School’s offshore
unit of study conducted in
partnership with KSL for two
weeks. This interdisciplinary
approach to the Field School
exposes the Australian law
students to the roles and limits of
law in addressing acute problems
of human development and the
underlying complexities drawing
on international and Nepalese
laws, as well as disciplines such as
geography, environmental and
urban studies, economics, peace
and conflict studies, religion,
history and politics.

Meet The World

HIMALAYAN
FIELD
SCHOOL
PROGRAM

 Business Law and Arbitration Research
Center (BLARC)
 Center for Philosophical and Juristic
Discourse (CJPD)
 Center for the Training of Trial Advocacy &
Professionalism (CTTAP)
 Clinical Law Department (CLD)
 Criminal Law and Forensic Science
Department (CLFSD)
 Human Rights and Criminal Justice Clinic
(HRCJC)
 Human Rights and Humanitarian Law
Department (HRHLD)
 International Law and Relations Study
Center (ILRSC)
 KSL Policy and Legal Research Center
(KPLRC)
 Moot Courts Department (MCD)
 Research Department (RD)

Centers and
Departments

It is a platform established in 2019 to promote the academic and research
activities of LLM Business and International Trade Laws (BITL) Program.
Specifically, it aims to contribute to research-oriented activities at the national,
regional and international levels in the field of business and international trade
laws and give updates on the same. It is a platform where KSL faculty, students
and individuals engaged in the field of Business and Arbitration law come
together in a collaborative environment to create rich, engaged learning and
teaching experiences. The center increases students’ success, builds vital
community partnerships, and invites individuals to become members of an
intellectually diverse and active learning community.

Center for Philosophical and Juristic Discourse
(CJPD)
This Center exhibits a discursive method of understanding the philosophical
dimension of contemporary issues. It focuses on the transformational
cultivation of critical learning within academic plethora by engaging students,
intellectuals, policymakers, leaders and professionals. It aims to develop and
inspire a tradition of learning that would help the participants confront
philosophical problems implicit in contemporary issues and play a stimulating
role in being a common cross-disciplinary collaborative platform across diverse
academia to initiate intellectual dialogues. The academic engagements of this
center involves conducting lecture series, research, intellectual dialogues,
symposiums, workshops and trainings; and developing documentaries, elearning platform, information clips and publications.

Our Departments

Business Law and Arbitration Research Center
(BLARC)

Center for the Training of Trial Advocacy &
Professionalism (CTTAP)
This center developed with the aim to prepare young lawyers, law graduates and law
professionals develop the skills of zealous representation of clients, voracious
speaker, logical and strategic being, aiding them to create expertise and becoming a
socially responsive professional. It is a platform for the young enthusiastic lawyers
and law graduates to learn skills, strategies, techniques and art of advocacy, upgrade
themselves to the new horizon and thought on a specific issue through the intense
training and opportunities of togetherness, and tie up with the participants and
experts around Nepal and abroad. It further conducts academic and research
activities in relation to the subjects of Clinical Legal Education Program under the
B.A LL.B Programs of Kathmandu School of Law in coordination with Clinical
Law Department, Kathmandu School of Law.

Clinical Law Department (CLD)
Clinical legal education is a credited and compulsory subject for the students
pursuing B.A. LL. B course from first year until fifth year, which aims to bridge
the gap between the theoretical knowledge and the practical thing which arise in
the legal profession for the young lawyers. Clinical Law Department in
Kathmandu School of Law holds two approach in undertaking and dispensing its
clinical legal education and clinical activities; Client Centric approach and Student
Centric approach. Following its client centric approach Kathmandu School of law
Clinical Law Department has established a Human Rights and Criminal
Justice Clinic that offers free legal aid services to poor and needy people, indigent
prisoners, victims of crime and vulnerable sections of society such as children and
women. Under its student centric approach, Clinical Law Department undertakes
its academic activities with lectures and practical undertakings. Clinical legal
education in KSL is a unique blend of practical and experiential pedagogy.

The department promotes research–based teaching and learning in the sector of
criminal law and justice. Areas of study include criminology, victimology, juvenile
justice, forensic science, organized crime and others. It also oversees the
management of forensic lab and conducts practical learning sessions inviting
forensic experts. It further promotes research and academic understanding on
the issues of criminal law and justice by conducting studies, seminars,
interactions and observation programs, etc. to strengthen academic and
professional collaboration with concerned authorities, organizations and
universities in relation to Criminal Law and Justice and Forensic Sciences.

Human Rights and Humanitarian Law Department
(HRHLD)
This department possesses a sophisticated set-up designed to conduct lectures
in a relaxed ambience under APMA program, MA Human Rights, and MA
Conflict and International Humanitarian Laws. It oversees induction classes for
international students, residential programs, regular classes, intensives, field
visits, seminars, international graduate seminars, and thesis defense. In addition
to KSL’s faculties, it appoints notable national and international human rights
experts as visiting faculties. This department has been working with an objective
of developing passionate and genuine students of KSL as sound intellectuals in
the field of international human rights law and humanitarian issues

Our Departments

Criminal Law and Forensic Science Department
(CLFSD)

International Law and Relations Study Center
(ILRSC)
It stands as an independent think tank with the responsibility to hold
international programs namely, The Kathmandu Dialogue, ESDR, and
Himalayan Field School. Giving an impetus to the study of international law,
it has been working on the pertinent issues including 1950 Treaty of Peace
and Friendship between Nepal and India; Soft Power in International
Relations; Importance of Cultural Exchange between Nepal and China to
Further Relations; Rohingya Crisis and International Response to it and
others. It deals with the research and study of international laws and
international relations. Along with these major programs, the department also
publishes the newsletter, different research papers etc. ILRSC also calls
various international professors and provides many intellectual lectures to the
students.

KSL Policy and Legal Research Center (KPLRC)
Realizing the scarce institutional efforts to bring practitioners, academia, policy
makers, sociologists, anthropologists, psychologists, economists and researchers
in a common platform to develop common approach and agenda, KSL Policy and
Legal Research Centre has been recently established under the umbrella of
Kathmandu School of Law. The scenario of unavailability of comfortable research
center with sufficient equipment, technologies, infrastructure and resources has
made the environment unfavorable for the prospective researchers to carry out
their research works. Therefore, with the major objectives of serving as a common
platform for policy makers, practitioners, researchers and academia for enhancing
new methods, tools and approaches on responding complexities of policy making,
policy analysis, issues of human rights, democracy, rule of law, this center has been
established. The center will work on multidisciplinary, multicultural and
multidimensional issues approaching areas both nationally and internationally.

Moot Courts Department established in the year 2019 is responsible for the
coordination and selection of the students representing the institution in
national as well as international Moot Courts. It focuses on developing a base
of Public International Law among the students within KSL while fostering
an environment based on legal research. It aims to encourage, engage and
enhance the capabilities within the students by building up their capacities to
attend national and international moot court competitions; runs exchange
programs with various universities in South Asia; and holds competitions on
the relevant issues.

Research Department (RD)
The department was established in the year 2004 with an objective to promote
scientific education of law and meet the primary goal of KSL that is to achieve
excellence in research. It carries out research as regular activity of the
institution and explores areas of research involving the students. The
department functions by exploring the areas of need to research and develops
applicable methodology for its conduction. The findings then are put forth
for discussions among researchers and experts in the related field and brought
into conclusion. It provides academic assistance to individual students and
the team to conduct any type of research activities as a part of their academic
pursuit. Since establishment, the department has carried out a number of
research activities mobilizing students in cooperation with various national
and international organizations.

Our Departments

Moot Courts Department (MCD)

STUDENT
EXCHANGE
PROGRAMS

Student exchange programs envisioned in 2004-05 at
Kathmandu School of Law provides unique
opportunities for broadening students’ horizon and
enhancing their personal and academic development.
It helps in multicultural exchange and provides a
unique learning experience through travel and
interaction. Student exchange programs provide
opportunities for students to observe and learn about
the legal system of the respective country.

 International youth leadership conference organized by civic
concepts international in Prague, Czech Republic
 Asian Post Graduate course on Victimology and victim assistance,
Japan
 Human Rights summer school, Bangladesh
 Summer Course of public international law, Netherland
 International Conference on international environment law, India
 International Criminal Justice system in the age of globalization,
India
 Advanced certificate courses on clinical legal education and
alternative disputes resolution, Bangladesh
 The Kathmandu- Birgunj- Kolkata- Dhaka Expedition school on
international trade and business law
 Residential Course for Madhya Paschimancal University, Nepal
 Student Exchange with FIMT – School of Law, India every year
since 2018

Go Global

Major Programs Carried Out:

Moot Courts
and
Competitions

Go Global

In Henry Dunant International
Humanitarian Law Moot Court
Competition, KSL has set a record
by participating and winning
National
Championship
for
fifteen times consecutively. In
2016, it achieved the victory of the
Regional
Championship.
It
retained the position even in 2018
(14th Henry Dunant) and became
a semi-finalist of Asia Pacific
Rounds 2018. Even in 2019, KSL
emerged as a finalist in the regional
round (15th Henry Dunant).

In
Stetson
International
Environmental Moot Court
Competition, KSL has become
Regional Winners for the two
consecutive years, 2016 and 2017.
Became the Best Oralist in the
final round at East Asian
Regional Rounds 2017-2018.
Bagged the Best Memorial
Awards in 2018-2019. Received
Soongsil’s Bronze Medal as best
team along with Best Memorial
and third best oralist in 2019.

Despite all the hurdles
surrounding the pandemic,
the team representing
Kathmandu School of Law
participated in the Virtual
Rounds of Willem C. Vis
Arbitration Moot, 2020.
The team received first ever
‘Honorable Mention’ for
Respondent’s Memorial in
the competition

Philip Jessup is known to be the
world's largest Moot Court
Competition, with participants from
over 550 law schools of more than
80 countries. For many years, KSL
has been representing Nepal in the
International Rounds after winning
the national championship. Many
times, it has become National
Champions, Best Orator, and Best
Memorial. Ranked 20th Best Moot
Team in 2018-2019. In 2020 also the
team from KSL became the national
champion of the competition.

Highlights of
Students’
Achievement
s
We believe in molding
our students not just as
competent lawyers but
also good people at
hearts.

Resources and
Publications

KSL has an extensive library (Devnath Prasad Burma Library, named
after the first license holding lawyer of Nepal). The library comprises
array of books in the field of law and justice, research reports, law
journals, case law reports and also contains number of national and
international journals. Students and teaching faculty including
administrative officers are free to use the library. But if law students from
other institution wants to use the resources of library, they are allowed to
use being within the premises of rules and regulation of KSL library.

Kathmandu School of Law never fails to work for its
objective of quality education. To ensure this objective
strongly, Kathmandu School of law has been publishing
many publications in online or digital medium too. Many
booklets, guidelines, research reports, research papers,
training manuals and other different resources are
published and kept on the KSLs’ website in digital form.

Kathmandu School of
Law Review
Kathmandu School of Law has initiated
Kathmandu School of Law Review so as to
raise the quality of legal and social
researches. Kathmandu School of Law
Review (KSLR) is the bi-annual flagship
journal of KSL and has been one of the
Nepal’s very few and foremost publications
having scholarly sound engagement of both
the faculties and students as well. The aim of
KSL through its initiation; KSLR is to foster
culture and to enhance the quality education.
Furthermore, KSLR’s ambition is to stand as
the must-read category for law school’s
students, advocates, members of judiciary,
personnel of international organizations,
strategic
affairs’
think-tanks,
and
governmental foreign policy brain-trusts.
Furthermore. Another Law Journal - Nepali
"Kanoon Anawesika" is a Nepali language
published bi-annually for the readers who
seek articles in Nepali Language.

Video Conference Room
Kathmandu School of Law believes in education beyond
boundary. Kathmandu School of law tries to connect to
the global knowledge through internet. Kathmandu
School of Law has a separate video conference room for
e-conferences and webinars. On the situation of Covid19 crisis like now different online sessions and lectures
has been carried out by the institution through that
mechanism.

Outside classroom

Digital Publications

Besides the philosophical interpretation of the law, students are provided
with innovative content and creative approaches to teaching methodology.
In collaboration with different national and international organizations,
KSL has been conducting research and legal assistance for the law-making
and also the capacity building of the staff. The information collected
through the research is generated as resource reports or thematic papers
that are circulated to the students as further reading materials.

In today’s competitive world, it is necessary for the students to explore themselves inside and out of the country. In this
regard, KSL has initiated the concept of e-learning from where we can explore the world of knowledge even outside the
closed classroom. KSL has taken an initiation to carry out online classes for the students of BA LLB, LLM and MA even
during the Covid-19 Pandemic. Adding to this, KSL has conducted many webinar programs at national and international level
during the lockdown regarding the various philosophical, social, legal, cultural and technological issues through the live
streaming in digital platforms. KSL aims of providing widespread legal education through the use of various media. So, it has
initiated the concept of legal literacy program even via internet during the Corona Virus Pandemic.

IT and Resource Center
Kathmandu School of Law (KSL) established IT
Resource Center to provide students an internet
facility encouraging them to carry out online
research as a part of their regular curriculum. The
center assists the students in learning through web
by involving them into online legal research
method. The center has also been established to
develop, maintain and update computer software as
per the institution's requirement and to assist to
conduct online research activities in coordination
with concerned departments.

Outside classroom

E-Learning/Online Resources Center:

Co -Curricular
Activities

Proposal and
Dissertations

Debate
Competition

Research Paper Writing
and Presentation

Research on
Legal Ethics

Intensive Classes and
Residential Programs

Sociological Research on
Jurisprudential Issues

Moot Court Competitions
and Trainings

Life Beyond Books

Speech
Competition

Extra-Curricular
Activities

Since mere classroom study is insufficient for the overall growth of
the student, KSL has also been highly prioritizing ECA to ensure
better learning. Along with different co-curricular activities we also
conduct and participate in football and futsal matches, postcard
competition, and poem competition, quiz competition, essay writing
competitions, etc. which help to elevate stress off the students. These
activities not only confirm improved physical health but also helps
strengthen the psychological wellbeing of the students.

Life beyond Books

Admission
Procedures
After the completion of +2, there is a sure shot dilemma in one’s mind regarding what to study
and what not. Kathmandu School of Law runs virtual orientation /counselling session for the
interested fresher. Along with the introduction to the course and the institution the session will
explain the detailed the questions for admission and entrance process.
Interested candidates could join the virtual orientation class by filling up Online Information
Form provided at the college’s website. After the online orientation session, interested
individuals can fill up the required Online Admission form (also available at the website of KSL)
and you will be contacted by the KSL Administration for the further processing.
1. Form Evaluation
If all your details are satisfactory, then you will be informed regarding the online interview
through email. If there is a problem in your form or something is missing, you will be contacted
to provide further information in that regard before proceeding to the second step.
2. Online Interview
Candidates will be provided with Zoom Link for 1st interview. Candidates will be assessed
through online interview. Candidates are free to choose language of communication in the
interview. Details regarding the modality of interview will be shared during online information
sessions.
3. Second Interview
Only after, qualifying the 1st interview, candidates will be informed of 2nd interview details
along with three topics on which they might be asked to speak in the second interview.
Candidates will be assessed on their response to specific topics and questions raised.
Online counselling sessions
on any Tuesday, Thursday
and Saturday from 12:30 PM
to 01:30 PM from
14th July 2020

Assessment
30 Marks - Application Form | 50 Marks - 1st Interview | 20 Marks - 2nd Interview
 Only Candidates who qualify the 1st interview will be invited for 2nd interview.
 Candidates will be invited for admission after cumulative scoring of all three assessments
and will have to complete the admission formalities within 1 week of the offer letter.

Who can apply law?
Any who have passed 11th and 12th standard
with minimum of D+ GPA in all subjects
including practical examination, A-level
examination with minimum of 3 GCE or are
waiting to appear in any of them are eligible to
apply.
What if I am yet to appear the 12th standard
and A level examinations. Can I apply?
Candidates who are waiting to appear in 12th
standard and A level examinations are eligible
to apply. The admission for such candidates
will be on provisional basis subject to them
qualifying minimum eligibility criteria after
their 12th and A level examination.
Difference between B.A.LL.B, BBM.LLB
and LLB?
The Nature of courses are;
· B.A.LL.B is a five year long course designed
for the students who have recently appeared
their +2 or equivalent board examinations.

Does the study of Law mean literal study
of law?
Students not only study law and the essence
of their existence and extinction but also
gain various other knowledge from subjects
like political science, sociology, logic, history
where they analytically gain the knowledge
from each field of discipline.
I want to become a Criminal
Lawyer/Corporate Lawyer. What do I
do? Do I have to study other uninterested subjects too?
Once they are in their 3rd year as a law
student, students get to choose among 4
main branches of Law, i. e. Criminal Law,
Business Law, Constitutional Law and
Environmental Law. They can choose one
among any four of these as per their choice.
Does KSL have scholarship provisions?
KSL provides scholarship on basis of merits
and necessity with looking after the
individuals’ performance and categories
during each year.

· LLB is a three year long course designed for
the ones who still choose to study law after
their graduation in any one subjects.
· BBM.LL.B is also a five year course which
focuses on matters of business law only .

MERIT
BASED

NEED
BASED

BA.LLB

77

164

241

LLM

20

41

61

5 Steps to Admission

Admissions

Frequently Asked
Questions (FAQs)

ALUMNI PROFILE

4
Under
Secretaries

31+

Academicians

350+
Private
Practitioners

60+
Study
Abroad

90+
Freshly enrolled
in different
Judicial Services

Student Profile
B.A.LL.B

Yugichha Sangroula
Assistant Professor, KSL
(LL B 2008)

The education provided by KSL is
reconciliation of theoretical
knowledge with practice. KSL provide
students with the national and
international exposure preparing them
to sustain in the field successfully. The
education I received from KSL has
helped me a lot to further study at
Geneva Academy in Switzerland.

Kathmandu School of Law is as
competitive as any educational
institution of esteemed reputation in
the world. Beyond curriculum, a
genuinely personalized touch and
motivation received from the
professors at KSL for my development
was a remarkable and the journey has
been truly meaningful ever since.

Sandesh Shrestha
Joint Attorney, CIAA
(LL B 2003, LLM 2010)

KSL has some uniquely designed teaching
modalities, going directly to your society,
understanding your society, conducting
research in your society and digging out
the solutions and this in turn has helped
me in my career. This institution has
always strived for excellence, quality,
competence, and self-discipline and I feel
proud to be student of such an institution.

Swechhya Sangroula

Antara Singh
Under Secretary, MoFA
(LLB 2005)

The professors and resource persons are the
best in their fields and are very considerate &
helpful to us. I thoroughly enjoyed the
opportunity to study prudently about the
international human rights norms and
mechanisms from knowledgeable and
passionate professors with strong expertise
in these respective areas.

Hemanta Rawal

Visalaakshi Annamalai

Judge, Dang District Court
(LLM HRGJ 2007)

2018/19 Cohort APMA,
India

KSL has evolved to meet diverse
expectations, teaching & mentoring
methodologies tried, tested, and
tailored to suit the interests of the
class. It is because of KSL’s focus on
ethics, jurisprudence, logic, and the
philosophy of justice. KSL will
prepare you with the aptitude to own
& learn.
Research Associate, Harvard
Law School (LLB 2009)

It gives me a sense of pride to
acknowledge that I hold my LLB and
LLM degrees from KSL. KSL is the
institution having different learning
pedagogy. The lessons learnt and skills
garnered from KSL have contributed a lot
for me make administrative and policy
decisions. KSL has been imparting worldclass education & in many ways
revolutionized legal education in Nepal.

Ram Sharan Pokharel
Assistant Director, NRB
(LLB 2001, LLM 2006)

Meet Our Alumni

During those five years as a student at
KSL, I gained a nerdy passion for
International Humanitarian Law (IHL)
and received an offer letter from
Geneva Academy, along which I also
gained a newfound optimism and
appreciation for legal academia in
Nepal.

KSL MAP
Block A

Ground Floor
 College Reception
 Seminar Hall
First Floor
 Library and Moot Court Room
Second Floor
 Seminar Hall
 Human Rights and Humanitarian
Law Department (HRHLD)
Third Floor
 KSL Archive Room

Block B
Ground Floor
 Student Organizations/Bodies
Room

Block C
Ground Floor
 International Law Relations and
Study Center (ILRSC)
 Business Law and Arbitration
Research Center (BLARC)
 Center for the Philosophical and
Juristic Discourse (CPJD)

Block D
Ground Floor
 Chinese/Nepali/English
Language Class

Block E
Ground Floor
 Research Department and
Faculty Rooms
First Floor
 Examination Department
Second Floor
 Seminar Hall

Block F
First Floor
 Administration
 Professor’s Room
 KSL Policy and Legal Research
Center (KPLRC)
 Criminal Law and Forensic
Science Department (CLFSC)
Second Floor
 Executive Directors Room
 Faculty Meeting Room
 KSL Secretariat
Third Floor
 Seminar Hall
 Forensic Room

Block G
Ground Floor
 IT Center
First Floor
 Clinical Law Department

Block H

First Floor
 Finance Department
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Block 0
 Guard Room
 First Aid Room
Block 1
 KSL Stationary –
Merchandise

A
B

Block 2
 KSL Canteen

C

Block 3
 Store
 KSL Grocery

1
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Bird Eye View of KSL
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Social Links
https://www.facebook.com/KathmanduSchoolofLaw/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/kathmanduschooloflaw
https://www.instagram.com/ksl_nepal/
https://twitter.com/KtmSchoolofLaw
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCyDJW6UOAFiuD8ZvYPnuX3
g

Contact Us
Enquiries can be made by telephone, mail, fax or
email as set below.

Kathmandu School of Law
Suryabinayak-04, Dadhikot, Bhaktapur
Bagmati, Nepal
Tel.: +977-1-6634455, 6634663
Fax. +977-1-6634801
info@ksl.edu.np
www.ksl.edu.np

